PUBLIC NOTICE TO KEY DISTRIBUTORS AND RETAILERS

The COA Herbal Center is by this notice issuing a directive to all key distributors and retailers of COA FS to return products with the following batch numbers to our depots nationwide;

i. CFS00003
ii. CFS00004

Individuals who have done purchase and are still in possession of these batches can also return them to the retail outlets they purchased them.

The decision to withdraw these two batches instead of the few affected follows the precautionary principle and the company’s commitment to CONSUMER SAFETY, QUALITY and TRANSPARENCY, as well as the FDA’s regulations in Ghana.

We are urging all our key distributors and retailers to remain calm as we undertake this very important assignment in the interest of the general public and the company as a whole.

Management deeply regrets the inconvenience this exercise may cause you, our key partners and the general public.

For further clarification on this matter, you may contact the Client Relations Officer on 0246731371.

SIGNED

MANAGEMENT

COA HERBAL CENTER